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METHODS, COMPOSITIONS AND K TS FOR THE DIAGNOSIS, PROGNOSIS

AND MONITORING OF CANCER

FIELD OF THE DISCLOSURE

Disclosed herein are methods for the diagnosis, prognosis and/or continuous

monitoring of ca cer and/or tumor progression in a subject using universal biomarkers

( BMs . More specifically, the present invention relates to methods for detecting and/or

quantifying tumor-associated nucleic acids in a biological sample using panel of cancer-

specific UBMs, Independent of cancer type, for the molecular detection of a broad range of

cancer types tor diagnostic, prognostic and therapeutic purposes.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Early diagnosis, evaluation of prognosis and/or follow-up of cancer are crucial

challenges to enhance the efficacy of medical care of cancer patients and to ameliorate the

prognosis of the disease.

The diagnosis can involve the evaluation of circulating biomarkers of cancer or tissues

biomarkers. Usually, circulating biomarkers are proteins secreted by tumor cells which can be

detected in serum by antibody-based assays such as Id. SA Today there a e only a few

biomarkers available and they aren't associated with sufficient specificity and/or sensitivity

fo cancer detection. Most of the biomarkers are usable mainly for disease follow-up.

further drawback is that they are cancer-type dependent (for example, PSA CEA, AEP,

CA19-9, CA 5, etc.). When such biomarkers are positive they are very useful to monitor

efficacy of therapeutics and to detect recurrence of cancer. However one of the problems with

their use is that for each type of cancer, not ail patients are positive, and therefore the overall

benefit of each biomarker does not exceed more than 30% of all patients for each cancer type

It is known that tu or cells release nucleic acids. Such nucleic acids are round m

blood circulation and are called ' circulating DNA or RNA." Whole circulating DNA or RNA

isolated f m blood is, for the most part, DNA or RNA released by normal cells and, to a

more limited extent, DNA or RNA released by tumor cells (also referred to as tumorigenic,



tumor-related or tumor-associated DNA or RNA) For years, researchers have tried to detect

circulating nucleic acids tumors, and have confirmed the presence of tumor circulating

DNA or RNA, identified by molecular abnormalities associated whh tumor cells such as

oncogene mutations, by satellite instability, or by irypermethy i on of genes. A number of

publications describe methods for detecting cancers based on the identification of specific

genetic alterations in circulating DNA or RNA. For instance, US Patent No. 5,496,699

discloses a method for detecting imitations m nucleic acid sequences, in particular the

sequence of the KRAS gene, in biological fluids such as blood, serum or plasma. US Patent

No. 5,068,175 discloses a method for detecting the presence of AS oneogene-related

malignancies in whic the gene is quantified in serum or plasma samples. WO 01/42504

discloses the determination of extracellular nucleic acid, lor example DNA of KRA S and

APC genes, in serum or plasma samples, for the evaluation of the s factors related with a

number of neoplastic diseases. WO 02/ 8652 discloses a method of quail/quantitative

detection of human ieiomerase RNA and ieiomerase reverse transcriptase A in plasma or

serum for the diagnosis, monitoring, treatment or evaluation of a number of neoplastic

diseases.

However, the detection of turn r-r ated circulating rmcleic acids are difficult to detect

and it appears that none of the work-to-date has led to the development of an efficient

circulating biornarker useful for diagnosis and/or continuous monitoring of subjects. ne

above-mentioned works only disclose methods for detenmning the presence of tumor-

associated nucleic acids in some subjects with a particular type of cancer by analyzing the

sequence abnormalities in a single target gene. In addition, the detection sensitivity of these

methods s too low and, in most cases, the particular assays that are typically used are based

on a single target gene (e.g., KRAS or TP53) and are not reliable for clinical use.

In addition, when employing single gene analysis for identification or diagnosis of a

particular type of cancer, the methods used for deiecting/quaniifymg the tumor-associated

circulating nucleic acid must be highly sensitive and robust. The proposed method lor these

types of assays has typically involved the use of quantitative polymerase chain reaction

( PC ) using alieie-specifk primers, also known as ailele-specific PCR (AS-PCR)

However, AS-PCR presents several drawbacks. In particular, the detected signal can be

skewed due to some PCR artefacts associated with cross-reactions with the PCR primers

(e.g., mismatched amplification and/or primer dirner amplification). These artefacts usually



appear more frequently for PGR reactions using a high number of amplification cycles

necessary to detect very low abundant targets, such as circulating DNA. Moreover, the

specificity of conventional AS PC is usually less than 0 1% and the efficacy often depends

on type of mismatch being detected (e.g., ( ;( . A:A »G:T>C:T).

Thus, there is a need in the art to help solve the issue as to which particular mutations,

independent of cancer type, should be tested in order to provide some statistical effi cacy as

well as what methods to use for the detection of extremely low amounts (e.g., n > 1,000) of

tumorigenic nucleic acids in a mixed sample comprising mainly norma! nucleic acid

molecules.

SUM AR Y OF THE INVENTION

Disclosed herein are methods for the diagnosis, prognosis and/or monitoring of cancer

and/or tumor progression in a subject i ; higher degree of statistical confidence level. In

some embodiments, the present disclosure relates to sensitive and specific methods for

detecting and/or quantifying a panel of target imitations carried by nucleic acid molecules in a

biological sample.

In some embodiments, a panel of at least 20, at least, 40, at least 90, at least 380, or at

least 600 target imitations a e evaluated using the disclosed methods. In some embodiments,

the panel of target mutations presented in Tables 1 and 2, or any combinations thereof, are

evaluated using the disclosed methods. In some embodiments, the nucleic acid molecule is

circulating tumor DNA. n some embodiments, castPCR (competitive ailele-speciiic

TaqMan P R) assay s are used to detect the panel of target mutations in order to scree the

sample for the presence of cancer biomarkers. In some embodiments, castPCR assays are

carried out according to the methods described in, for example, US Application Nos.

/64 ,321 and 12/748,329, the contents of which are herein incorporated by reference in

their entireties.

In yet other embodiments, the present disclosure relates to a method for providing

data for diagnosis, prognosis and/or monitoring of cancer or tumour progression in a

subject. In some embodiments, the methods comprise performing castPCR assays to detect

and/or quantity different target mutations. In some embodiments, a panel of at least 20, at

least 40 at least 90, at least 380, or at least 600 target mutations are evaluated using the

disclosed methods. In some embodiments, the panel of target mutations presented in Tables

and 2, or any combinations thereof, are evaluated using the disclosed methods. some



embodiments, the different target mutations are found i DNA associated with various

cancers. In some embodiments, the D A is circulating tu or-associated DNA .

In other embodiments, the present disclosure relates to kits for performing the

methods of the invention to detect and/or quantify a panel of different target mutations

carried by nucleic acid molecules i a biological sample f om a subject. In some

embodiments, the panel of different target mutations comprises a set of at least 20, at Ieast40,

at least 90, at least 380, or at least 600 target mutations. Irs some embodiments, the panel of

target mutations presented in Tables and 2, or any combinations thereof, are evaluated

using the disclosed kits. In other embodiments, the kits include compositions comprising

reagents needed to carry out castPCR assays on the nucleic ac d molecules extracted from the

biological sample. n other embodiments the compositions of the kits are provided in at least

one container, such as a vial, a plate, a tube, or a genecard.

In other embodiments, the present disclosure relates to compositions comprising

reagents sufficient to carr out the methods disclosed herein for the detection a panel of target

mutations. In some embodiments, a panel of at least 20, at least 40, at least 90, at least 380,

or at least 600 different target mutations are evaluated using the disclosed compositions. In

some embodiments, the panel o target mutations presented in Tables I a d 2, or any

combinations thereof, are evaluated using the disclosed compositions. In some embodiments,

the compositions further comprise reagents sufficient to ca y out castPCR assays for the

detection of the selected panel of target mutations.

Additional advantages of the disclosed methods, compositions and kits are in the

description which follows, and in part are understood fr m the description, or may be learned

by practice of the disclosed methods, compositions and/or kits. The advantages of the

disclosed methods, compositions and/or kits are realized and attained by means of the

elements and combinations particularly pointed out in the appended claims. It is to be

understood that both the foregoing general description and the following detailed description

are exemplary and explanatory only and are not restrictive.

BRIEF DISCRETION OF THE DRAWINGS

The skilled artisan will understand that the drawings described below are for

i llustration purposes only. The drawings are not intended to limit the scope of the present

teachings in any way.



Figure 1: Exemplary schematic of cancer ceils releasing naked DN A which becomes

circulating DNA .

Figure 2: Exemplary schematic of various mutations (e.g., AS, TP53, BRAE, CT NB

etc.) frequently found in several cancer cell types.

i 3: Exemplary list of frequent single nucleotide mutations, having a high recurrence,

found in various cancer types.

Figure Exemplary schematic of ahele-specific PCR (AS--PCR) used for the detection of

mutant a lleles.

Figure 5: Exemplary schematic of cast-PCR used for the detection of mutant alleles. In

some exemplary embodiments, castPCR involves an a!! ie--sp c ic blocker probe with a

blocker moiety (e.g., MGB) at the 5' end. In some embodiments, components of cast-PCR

include the following: one locus-specific TaqMan probe (EST); two MGB blockers: one

allele- 1--specific MGB blocker (MOB!) and one ailcle-2-specific MGB blocker (MGB2j; 3

PCR primers: one locus-specific PCR primer (LSP); one allele-] -specific primer (ASP1) and

one ai!cie-2-specific primer (ASP2).

Figure Exemplary data showing the detection of the relative copy number of KRAS mutant

nucleic acids spiked into a sample of wild type nucleic acids (e.g., i copy of mutant DNA in a

background of 2.5 g wi d type genomic DNA) using cast-PCR methods.

Figure 7: Pooled genomic DNA from multiple cell lines carrying KRAS, EGER, and BRAF

mutations run against the Universal BioMarker Test Panel. n each sa ple, the earliest 4

amplification curves come from reference assays which are designed to detect non-mutated

oci in a l samples. The remainder of the amplification curves come from assays which target

known mutation hot-spots.

Figure 8: DNA prepared from seru of three individual cancer patients, PreAmpiified with a

custom primer pool, and run against the Universal Biornarker Test Panel In each sample, the

earliest 4 amplification curves come from reference assays which are designed to detect non-

mutated loci in all samples. In each sample, there is a single castPCR mutation assay which

gives positive amplification, indicating the mutation present in that patient.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

As ernbodied and broadly described herein, the present disclosure relates to methods,

compositions and kits for the diagnosis, prognosis and/or monitoring of cancer and/or tumor

progression in a subject



In a first aspect the present invention provides methods or detecting arid/or

quantifying tumor-associated nucleic acids in a biological sample using a panel of universal

biomarkers (UBM), wherein the confidence level and/or statistical efficacy of the diagnosis

or prognosis is at least 50%, at. least 60%, a t least 70% at least 80%, at least 90%, or at least

99%. In some embodiments, the methods invo e detection of a panel of the most frequent

mutations in cancer, having a high recurrence, to screen biological samples from a subject.

Some non-limiting examples of such mutations are presented n Figure 3 and in Tables and

2 A panel of muta tions selected from those listed in Figure 3 and Tables 1 and 2, or any

combinations thereof, may be use in the disclosed methods. Using a UBM panel of

mutations to screen a biological sample from a subject provides the advantage of providing

universal detection of biomarkers independent of the type of cancer being analyzed.

The methods of the invention may be performed by using detection assays, including,

but not limited to, nucleic acid amplification, for the detection and/or quantification of a

pa el of universal biomarkers m a biological sample. Nucleic acid amplification can be

performed by a variety of methods known by those of skill in the art, including, for example,

polymerase chain reaction (PCR). in some preferred embodiments, castPCR, which utilizes a

combination of factors to improve discrimination of allelic variants during PCR is used for

detection of target mutations. Using casiPCR to detect and/or quantify target imitations in a

sample provides a highly specific and sensitive method for rare mutation detection. In certain

embodiments the methods of the invention a e used to detect a target mutation that is present

at a frequency less than 1/10, 1/100, 1/1,000, 1/10,000, 1/100,000, 1/1 ,000,000, 1/ 0,000,000,

1/100,000,000 or 1/1,000,000,000, and any ranges in between.

Combining UBM analysis with castPCR methodology provides a novel and robust

tool based on the highly sensitive detection of a number of hotspot tations found in a

variety of solid tumors. In some embodiments, the methods disclosed herein are based on the

probability of occurrence of at least one positive test per tumor. For example, RAS and p53

genes are mutated in 50% of ail tumors. Moreover, hot spots account for 50% of all

mutations, as well as a number of other mutations (such as those listed in Figure 3 and ' Fables

1-3) which also exhibit a high rate of occurrence in a variety of cancer types. Thus in some

exemplary embodiments, the probability of frequency for the occurrence of at least 1

mutation, out of a panel of multiple mutations (e.g., at least 40, at least 90, at least 380, or at



least 600 target mutations), i one give tumor is equal to or higher than at least 30%, at least

60%, at least 65%, at least 70%, at least 75%, at least 80% or at least 90%.

Use of Universal Biomarkers (U ) fo Detection of Cancer

Mutations are the specific hallmarks of tumors consisting of somatic acquired

sequence variations that distinguish a tumor cell from a normal (e.g., wild type) cell.

However, there are only a few serum-based biomarkers available, of which, ost are used

mainly for disease follow-up (e.g , PSA CEA, AFP, CA19-9, CA125, etc.). Moreover, the

known and/or available biomarkers are mostly cancer-type dependent, an when used for

cancer detection and/or identification, provide a benefit of less than 30% for all patients.

Cancer is a disease driven by mutagenesis, which subsequently leads to complex

genomic aberrations t is we l known that cancer ce s release nucleic acids, such as DNA

and/or RNA, which then becomes circulating DNA/RNA (see, for example. Fig. 1 . Such

circulating tumor-associated DNA or RNA may carry several mutations. However such

tumor-associated DNA or R A is extremely scarce as compared to the total amount of

circulating nucleic acids from, for example, whole blood comprised mainly of normal cells

'This makes the specific detection of target mutations found on tumor-associated nucleic acids

obtained from a mixed population of cells, extremely difficult.

The novel concept provided herein, involves the use of a Universal Biomarkers

(UBM) to address the challenging issue of a universal test for cancer, which is independent of

cancer-type. This is especially important for the detection of early recurrences, amongst the

other uses. Thus, i some particular embodiments, tissues are collected during

surgery/treatment and plasma is obtained prior to surgery/treatment a d then on a regular

basis (e.g , monthly) following surgeiy/treatment for analysis using the disclosed methods.

Accordingly, and in some embodiments, the disclosed methods provides the ability to

qualitatively and quantitatively monitor a patient s blood for the presence of cancer, which

may be positive before surgery/treatment and then may decrease or become negative after

surgery/treatment.

The UBM concept is based on the idea of establishing a panel of known mutations,

having the highest frequency of occurrence, and then using this panel to screen tumor-

associated nucleic acids for the presence of the selected target mutations. n some

embodiments, f any one of the mutations is present then the test is considered positive. In



other embodiments, it does ot necessarily matter which acquired mutation is detected, what

is important is the initial detection of any target mutation from the selected panel n some

preferred embodiment s known markers, whenever positive, can be used as standards for

validation and efficacy of the UBM methodology.

In some embodiments, the disclosed methods are based on selecting a UBM panel

(determined using, for example, cancer profiler tools) based on the ost frequent, known hot

spot mutations across all types of solid tumors (e.g., RAS, BRAF, p53, etc.), and then

performing a sensitive method for the detection and/or quantification of such target

mutations.

Thus, in another aspect, the disclosed methods comprise a means for detecting and/or

quantifying a target mutation carried by tumor-associated DN A in a biological sample from a

sirbject, wherein the confidence level a d/or statistical efficacy of the diagnosis or prognosis

is at least 50%, at least 60%, at least 70%, at least 80%, at least 90% or at least 99%. The

method may comprise, for example:

a) extracting circulating DNA from the biological sample; and

b) performing a detection method based on a UBM panel of target mutations.

n some embodiments of the disclosed methods, methods for the detection a d/or

quantification of such target mutatio can involve molecular detection of cancer-associated

or tumorigenic nucleic acids. In some embodiments, the molecular detection can involve

nucleic acid amplification methods. Such nucleic acid amplification methods can include, for

example polymerase chain reaction (PGR); hgase chain reaction LC ); ligation detection

reaction (LDR); strand displacement amplification (SDA); multiple displacement

amplification (MDA); oligonucleotide ligation assay (OLA); or any other available detection

methods known in the art. In preferred embodiments, the detection methods involve the

highly sensitive method of castPCR (Compeiitrvejjompeiitrve a e e spe f Taq an PGR.

In some embodiments, castPCR uses a combination of allele specific primers having

-end modified bases. In other embodiments, such primers can also possess tails which

enable the use of universal forward primers. n some embodiments, castPCR methods also

use a competitor (allele specific binder; ASB) designed as a minor groove binding allele-

specific oligonucleotide which competes with mismatched primers based on thermodynamic

differences related to the instability of matched vs. mismatched competitors. In some

embodiments, aileie-specific primers are designed so that mismatches are placed centrally to



confer instability between mismatched primers. some embodiments, detection using

castPCR involves the use of a common all ele-specific probe (e.g., a Taqman PCR probe).

The following is detailed summar regarding performing a castPCR assay. n some

embodiments of the disclosed methods a pair of oligonucleotide probes is provided for each

DNA carrying a mutation. In a first embodiment, each pair of oligonucleotide probes presents

the same sequence tails. Irs this case the sequence rails are called universal sequence tails and

the quantitative PCR can be carried out wit the same primers in every reaction n a second

embodiment each pair of oligonucleotide probes presents different sequence tails from the

other pairs of oligonucleotide probes. In this case specific primers are used in each reaction.

n some embodiments, the detection methods are performed m tubes or on plates, such

as microplates . Such examples of niieorpiates include genecards. n some embodiments the

microplates can be a 96- e , a 384 wci , or a 36 we plates. Preferably, in addition to

the elements necessary for the detection/quantification of each target mutation carried by

tumor-associated the nucleic acid of a particular biological sample, the m crop ate also

comprises positive and negative controls, in particular, for detection by castPCR.

In some embodiments, the methods further comprise a step of providing a biological

sample from a subj ect in some embodiments, the subject is preferably a mammalian subject,

more preferably a human subject.

in yet other embodiments, the subject may be suffering from a cancer or bearing a

cancer or is suspected to suffer om a cancer or is at a higher risk r developing cancer. In

additional embodiments, the subject has been previously treated for a cancer and/or is being

monitored for recurrence of cancer (e.g., in remission). In another embodiment, the subject

may not exhibit clinical evidence of disease. Alternatively, the subject ca be in the course of

treatment and/or have received previous treatment(s) for cancer

In some embodiments, the biological sample from the subject is a tissue fragment or a

bodily fluid in other embodiments, the sample can be a mixed sample, for example,

comprising both normal (i .e. wild type) and tumorigenic cell types. n some embodiments,

the mixed samples comprise less than about 50%, less than about 25%, less than about 20%,

less than about 0%, less than about 5% less than about !%, less than about 0.1%, less than

about 0 001% tumorigenic cells.

In some embodiments the biological sample can be whole blood, plasma, serum,

ascites, pleural effusion, urine, lymphatic fluid, stool, bro c o veolar lavage fluid, ductal



lavage fluid cerebrospinal fluid; fresh, frozen or formalin fixed paraffin embedded tissues;

surgical fragments, m biopsy, a fine needle aspiration biospy, and/or circulating tumor

cells. In so e preferred embodiments, me blood sample can be, for example, plasma or

serum. Irs some embodiments, the biological sample, including plasma or seru cars be

collected using arsy of a myriad of standard methods known in the art.

In some embodiments, the disclosed methods comprise extraction of nucleic acids

from the biological sample In preferred embodiments, the biological sample is a frozen,

fresh or fixed tissue, or blood sample (including serum or plasma). In some embodiments,

the disclosed methods comprise a step whereby nucleic acids ar extracted from the

biological sample by any method known by the one skilled in the art. For instance, potentially

contaminating cells can be removed from a blood sample, e.g. by coagulation then

cenirifugation and/or filtration: and, then proteins that may interfere with the detection o

circulating nucleic acids can also be removed, e.g. by proteinase digestion. The processed

blood sample can then be used directly n an amplification reaction (e.g., castPCR) or can be

further purified by second or subsequent removal of additional ce ls and proteins. For

instance, isolated circulating DNA can be further extracted by phenol chloroform treatment,

precipitation in alcohol arsd dissolution in ars aqneons solution. Accordingly, and in addition

to extraction of circulating nucleic acids, the method can comprise an additional step of

purification leading to a circulating nucleic ac d level of at least 60%, of at least 65%, of at

least 75%, at least 80%, at least 85% at least 90%, at least 95%, or at least 99% pure.

In some preferred embodiments, the U B panel is selected from number of target

mutations frequently carried by tumor-associated DNA (see, for example, Tables 1-3). In

some embodiments the target mutations are gene mutations selected from the group

consisting of: KRAS, ABLi, SMAD4, NRAS, BRAF, STK , AS, FGFR3, WT1,

CT NN B , MET, TP53, FLT3, VEIL, SRC, APC, RB I, KIT, SMARCB1 , EGFR, C N ,

PB A, FBXW7, ERBB2, A T , . . ATM, CS , ERBB4, G AS, A, D E ,

JA 2, R, MP!.. NOTCH!, NP , RET, SMQ, UTX, CDFII, MEN1, NF2, PDGFRA,

PTCFJ, PTEN and TCFL In more preferred embodiments, the set of target mutations earned

by circulating tumor-associated DNA are selected from the group consisting of gene

mutations for: KRAS, A BL , SMAD4, NRAS, BRAF, ST i !. . T C P i FIRAS,

FGFR3, PTCL , WT1, CTNN , MET, TP53, FLT3, VH , NF2, SRC, APC , R , KIT,

SMARCBi, EGFR, PTEN, CD N2A , 3 CA, FBXW7, C H , PDGFRA ami ERBB2



Table 3 Brief description of exemplary target mutations.

RAS is Kirsten rat sarcoma viral oncogene homolog. s NCBI Gene D is

3845 and the reference mRNA is NM 004985. The mutation position in Table 1 is

indicated in this reference mRNA

ABL1 c-abl oncogene 1, receptor tyrosine kinase. ts NCBI Gene I I is 25 a d the

reference mRNA is X 4 6 The mutation position in Table is indicated in this

reference mR A

S AD4 SMAD family member 4 . Its NCBI Gene D s 4089 and the reference

mRNA is NM 005359. The mntaiion position in Table 1 are indicated in this reference

mRNA.

NRAS is neuroblastoma RAS viral (v-ras) oncogene homolog gene. Its NCB Gene ID

is 4893 and the reference mRN A is NM 002524. 'The mutation position m Table are

indicated in this reference mRNA .

BRAF is v-raf murine sarcoma viral oncogene homolog B gene. Its NCB Gene ID is

673 and the reference mRNA is NM 004333 The mutation position n Table are

indicated i this reference mRNA.

ST is serine/threonine kinase gene. Its NCB Gene ID is 6794 and the reference

mRNA is N 000455. The mutation position in Table 1 are indicated in this reference

mRNA.

M EN is multiple endocrine neoplasia I gene. ts NCB Gene ID s 4221 and the

reference mRNA is ENST000003 12049. The mutation position in Table are indicated

m this reference mR A

TCF1 is NF homeobox A gene. Its CBI Gene ID is 6927 and the reference mRNA

is NM 000545 The mutatio position in Table I are indicated in this reference mRNA.

BRAS is v-Ha-ras Harvey rat sarcoma viral oncogene homolog gene. Its NCBI Gene

ID is 3265 and the reference mRN A is M 005343. The imitation position in Table 1

are indicated in this reference mRNA.

FGFR3 is fibroblast growth factor receptor 3 gene. Its N CB Gene ID s 22 and the

reference mRNA is N M 000 42 The mutation position in Table are indicated in this

reference mR A

PT C -I Is patched homolog 1 gene. Its NCBI Gene ID is 5727 and the reference mRNA

is NM 000264 The mutation position in Table I are indicated in this reference mRNA.



W is Wi s tumor gene ts NCBI Gene ID is 7490 and the reierence RNA is

NM 024426. The mutation position m ' Fable are indicated in this reference mRNA.

CTNNB is catenin (cadherin-associated protein beta 1 gene. ts NCBI Gene ID is

1499 and the reference mRNA is NM 001904. The imitation position in Table are

indicated m this reference mRNA.

MET is met proto-oncogene gene. Its NCBI Go ID is 4233 and the reference mRNA

is NM 000245. The m ation position in Table 1 are indicated in this reference mRNA.

TP53 is · protein p53 ge e. ts NCB Gene D is 71 7 and the reference mRNA is

NM 000546. The mutation position in Table 1 are indicated in this reference mRNA .

FLT3 is fms-related tyrosine kinase 3 gene ts NC Gene D is 2322 and the reference

mRNA is Z26652 The mutation position in able I are indicated in this reference

mRNA.

V L is von Hippel-Lindau tumor suppressor gene. s NCBI Gene ID is 7428 and the

reference mRNA s NM 000551 . The mutation position in Table 1 are indicated in this

reference mRNA.

NF2 is neurofibroma 2 gene. Its NCBI Gene ID is 477 and the reference mRNA is

NM 000268. The mutation position in Table 1 are indicated in this reference mRNA .

SRC is v-src sarcoma gene. ts NCBI Gene ID is 6714 and the reference m RN A is

NM 00541 . The mutation position n fable I are Indicated in this reference mRNA.

APC . adenomatosis polyposis co gene. Its CBI Gene ID s 324 and the reference

mRNA is NM 000038. The mutation position in Table 1 are indicated in this reference

RNA.

R Is retoniblastoma I gene. Its NCBI Gene ID is 5925 and the reference mRNA is

NM 000321 . The mutation position in Table 1 are indicated m this reference mR A

KIT is v it Hardy-Znckerrnan 4 fe me sarcoma viral oncogene horno!og gene. Its

NCBI Gene ID s 38 5 and the reference mRNA s NM 000222. The mutation position

m Table I are indicated in th s reference mRNA.

SMARCB1 is SW /SNF related, matrix associated, actin dependent regulator of

chromatin, subfamily b, member 1 gene. Its NCBI Gene D is 6598 and d e reference

mRNA is NM 003073. The mutation position in Table 1 are indicated in this reference

mRNA.

EGFR is epidermal growth actor receptor gene. Its NCBI Gene D is 56 and the



reference mRNA is N 005228. The mutation position in Table are indicated in this

reference R A.

PTEN is phosphatase and tensin homoiog gene. s NCBI Gene D is 5728 and the

reference rnRNA is NM 000 4. The mutation position in Table 1 are indicated in this

reference RNA.

CDKN2A is cyclfn-dependent kinase inhibitor 2A gene. Its NCB Gene ID 029 and

the reference mRNA is NM 000077. The imitation position in Table I are indicated in

this reference R NA.

PI3 CA is phosphoinosi ide-3-kinase, catalytic, alpha gene. Its NCB Gene ID is 5290

and the reference RNA is NM 0062 8. The mutation position m ' Fable are

indicated in this reference mRNA.

FBXW7 is F-box and WD repeat domain containing 7 gene. Its NCBI Gene ID is

55294 and the reference mRNA is NM 033632. The mutation position in Table 1 are

indicated in this reference rnRNA .

CDH is cadherin 1 gene. Its NCBI Gene is 999 and the reference mRNA is

NM 004360. The mutation position in Table I are indicated i this reference mRNA.

PDGFRA is platelet-derived growth factor receptor, alpha gene. Its NCBI Gene ID is

6 and the reference m R A is NM 006206. The mutation position m ' Fable 1 are

indicated in this reference RNA.

ERBB2 is v-erb~b2 erythroblastic leukemia vira oncogene homoiog 2 gene. Its NCBI

Gene JD is 2064 and the reference mRNA is NM 004448. The mutation position in

Table 1 are indicated in this reference mRNA

Note: References for most of the different mutations listed in Tables 3, as well as others, can

be found at, for example, . v n e.

In other preferred embodiments, the target mutations of the panel are selected from

the gr consisting of those disclosed in Table I or 2, or any combinations thereof

However, this list is a non-limiting l st and other novel mutations or those known in the art

can be combined with those indicated above. In yet other preferred embodiments, the

mutations of the panel are selected in order to obtain a universal blomarker panel allowing

the detection of cancer independently of its type. In another embodiment, the panel is

selected based o the most frequent occurrence of mutations in a variety of cancer types. In

so e embodiments, the frequency of occurrence of the target mutations selected for the panel



occur i a least 50%, at least 55%, at least 60%, at least 65%>, at least 70%, at least 75% , at

least 80%, at least 85%, at least 90%, or at least 95% of all tumors and/or cancer types.

In some embodiments, he disclosed methods are performed using a panel of

mutations associated with ca cer n some embodiments, the panel of mutations comprises

at least 20, a least 40, at least 90, at least 0, at least 40, at least 60, at least 80, at least

200, at least 220, at least 240, at least 260, at least 270, at least 300, at least 320, at least 340,

at least 360, at least 380, at least 400, at least 420, at least 460, at least 480, at least 520, at

least 560, at least 600, at least 640, at least 660 or at least 700 different mutations. In other

embodiments, the panel may further comprise controls for the detection of wild type

sequences and/or additional reference samples as discussed below.

In some embodiments, the target mutations to be detected may comprise a

substitution, deletion, or insertion of one or several nucleotides. Insertions may typical ly

comprise an addition of between 1 and 40, between 5 and 35, between 0 and 30, or between

15 and 25 contiguous base pairs. Deletions may typically comprise a removal of between 1

and 40, between 5 and 35, between and 30, or between and 25 contiguous base pairs.

Substitutions may typically comprise a substitution of between and 20, between 5 and 5,

or between 8 and contiguous base pairs. n a preferred embodiment, the target mutations

comprise a single point imitation.

n some embodiments, the nucleic acid sample can be DNA (e.g., gDNA). The

present invention may be used for the detection of variation in genomic DNA whether

human, animal or other. n yet other embodiments, as i the case of simultaneous analysis of

gene expression by RT-PCR, the nucleic acid sample can be RNA (e.g., mRNA) In some

embodiments, the DNA or RNA can be circulating DNA or RNA. ! some embodiments, the

DNA or RNA can be circulating DNA or RNA In some embodiments, the circulating DNA

or RNA is tumor-related DNA or RNA. In yet other embodiments, die tumor-related DNA or

RNA is less than about 50%, less than about 25%, less than about 20%, less than about 10%,

less than about 5%, less than about 1%, less than about 0.1%, less than about 0.001 % of the

total nucleic acid sample obtained from a biological sample. In some other embodiments, the

tumor-related circulating D A or RN A compared to wild type DNA or RNA is present at a

frequency ess than 1/ 0 copies, / 100 copies, 1/1,000 copies, 1/10,000 copies, 1/100,000

copies, 1/1,000,000 copies, 1/10,000,000 copies, 1/100,000,000 copies or 1/1,000,000,000

copies.



In some embodiments the disclosed methods further comprise a step whereby the set

of target mutations earn d by tumor-associated nucleic acids are compared to a reference or

control sample (e.g., wild type sample). The comparison of the set of target imitations

earned by tumor-associated nucleic acids to a reference allows the determination of a

probability of the subject to be at risk of developing a cancer, to suffer from a cancer, to have

a good or bad prognosis (for instance, a complete remittance, or a metastasis), to have a

recurrence, or responsiveness to a particular treatment. In some embodiments, the reference

can be a positive reference (e.g. healthy profile, treatment responder profile, no or low risk of

metastasis profile, no or low risk of recurrence profile) or a negative reference (e.g. cancer

profile, treatment non- or low-responder profile, high sk of metastasis profile, high risk of

recurrence profile).

In another aspect, the present invention provides compositions or nse in identifying

and/or quantitating target imitations in nucleic acid sample based on a panel of UBiVI. In

some embodiments, such compositions can comprise P reagents used for the detection

and/or quantification of target imitations in a nucleic acid sa ple based on a panel of UBM.

n some embodiments, these compositions ca comprise reagents used for casiPCR. n some

embodiments, the reagents used for castPC can include, tor example: (a) an allele-specific

primer; (b) an allele-specific blocker probe; (c) a detector probe; and/or d) a locus-specific

primer, wherein the allele-specific primers are targeted to mutation selected from the B

panel of target mutations. In some embodiments, the compositions may further compri se a

polymerase, dNTPs, reagents and/or buffers suitable for PCR amplification, and/or a template

sequence or nucleic acid sample.

n another aspect, the present invention provides kits for the diagnosis, prognosis and

monitoring a cancer and/or tumour progression in a subject. n another aspect the present

invention provides kits for providing data for diagnosis, prognosis and monitoring a cancer

and/or tumour in a subject is provided. n some embodiments, the kit comprises a microp!ate.

In yet other embodiments the rnicroplate's we l may comprise:

(a) a pair of oligonucleotide probes for detecting one target DNA carrying a mutation from a

set of at least 90 target circulating DNA carrying a mutation selected f om the group

consisting of those listed m Table I or 2; and

(b) one or several reagents used to perform a detection method, such as but not limited to

ca&PC .



In some embodime ts such reagents ay include, for example, a pair of primers:

reagents for extracting circulating DNA; and/or a combination thereof

In some embodiments, the co positions methods, and/or kits can be used in detecting

circulating ceils i diagnosis. In one embodiment, the compositions, methods, and/or kits can

be used to detect tumor cells n blood for early cancer diagnosis, such for screening, for early

detection or early detection of recurrence of cancer and/or tumors. In some embodiments, the

compositions, methods, and/or kits can be used for cancer or disease-associated genetic

variation or somatic mutation detection and validation . In some embodiments the

compositions, methods and/or kits can be used for treatment identification. In some

embodiments the compositions, methods, and/or kits can be used for genotyping tumors and

assessing the status of the mutations most used today in clinical management (e.g., EFG ,

RA S which is typically performed by sequencing and is usually considered extremely long

and costly.

EXAMPLES

Example

Determination of a exemplary UBM Panel

Pilot study on 40 patients:

A panel of 100 patients with frequent solid tumors, treated with curative surgery are

initially selected.

Among the 0 panellists, 20 solid tu ors including lung colon pancreas

hepatocarcinoma, breast, prostate, stomach, and any other type of tumors are chosen for

further analysis.

Tumoral DNA is extracted fro residual frozen tumors, and blood samples (a

minimum of 0 mL) are collected one day before surgery and then after surgery every 2

weeks, and stored as plasma samples.

Preferably, the patients' status of current known seric biom ark ers is known.

A test comprising a U panel of target mutations is first applied to explore tumoral D A

and to assess whether tested samples are found to be positive or negative for any of the UBM

panel of target mutations. A positive test means detection of at least one mutation out of the

384 total tested . Occurrence frequency is estimated as % of tumor in which the UBM test is

positive.



If the test is positive for tumoral DNA, the the give mutation is further tested in plasma.

Detection is evaluated before treatment a after treatment. Current existent biomarkers,

whenever available are used as gold standards to validate the UBM panel.

Efficacy and performance is evaluated:

Percent of tumors in which is positive is detennined.

Criteria of successful method : UBM test is positive in 50% of tumors. Percentage may be

different according to tumor type.

Percent of patients i which positive UBM tested for tumors and in which mutant

DNA is detected in plasma. Decrease of the UBM test in plasma, progressively after surgery,

tested every 2 weeks, in correlation with known seric markers (AFP, PSA, CEA, etc)

whenever possible.

Review statistical efficacy to redefine necessary content of the UBM collection of 384

mutations, or if there is a need to design a second UBM panel and to increase the number of

mutation tested from, for example, 384 to 2x 384

Example 2

Use of cas -PC for detection of a UBM panel of target mutations in biological samples

in this example, casi-PCR (see, for exa ple S Application Nos. 12/64 1,321 and

2/748,329, the contents of which are herein incorporated by reference in their entireties) is

used to detect and determine the percentage of tumor cells in biological samples. Various

biological samples, comprising both tumorigenic and nonnai cells, are obtained and assayed

by cast-PCR for the presence of a number of target mutations associated with cancer based on

a panel of Universal Biomarkers (UBM ) . The UBM panel of target mutations can include,

for example, any of those mutations shown n Figure 2 as well as those listed in Table 1 and

Table 2, or any combinations thereof

For detecting and quantitating each mutation in each sample, both allele- and alleie-2

assays are performed using the general cast-PCR schema a i reaction conditions indicated

below, using gDNA derived from either normal or tumor samples. Assay primers and probes

corresponding to the mutations show in Table I and Table 2 are designed accordingly.

General Assay Design:



The general schema for the cast-PCR. assays used in the following examples are

illustrated in Fig. 1. For each SNP that was analyzed, allele-specific primers were designed

to target a first allele (i.e. allele- ) a d a second allele (i.e. a!lele-2). The cast-PCR assay

reaction mixture for allele- analysis included a tailed a e e- i - peci c primer (ASP1), one

MGB ai ie-2 blocker probe G B2) one common locus-specific TaqMan probe (LST) and

one common locus-specific primer (LSP). The cast-PCR assay reaction mixture for analysis

of a ie le 2 included a tailed allele-2-specific primer (ASP2), one MGB a!!eie-l blocker probe

(MGBi), one common locus-specific TaqMan probe (LST) and one common locus-specific

primer (LSP).

I. Reaction conditions:

PC R reaction mixtures a e prepared as follows:

For each sample (to be run in duplicate), the following reagents are pipetted into a nuclease-

free .5mL microcentrifuge tube or PCR plate:

For Allele- assay:
PCR reaction mix c m on n Volume per i -µ reactions" ίµ

Single Reaction Two Replicates*
2x Ta nan Gen«fyping Master Mix 5 12

x casiPCR Allele-! assav 1 2.4
genomic DNA 5x 4.8

Nas free water 4

For A eie-2 assay:

PCR reaction mix component Volume per ] ί - ί reactions '' µ Ι)
Single Reaction Two Replicates*

2x " aq i Genotyping Master Mi 1

.x cas PC Allele-.! assay i 2.4
genomic DNA t * 4 8
RNa free water 4,8

#Replicate volumes include 20% excess to compensate for volume loss from pipetting.

*CastPCIl works with 1- 100 ng gDNA sample input. 20 ng gD A is used as a starting point.

DNA template is added to the reactions as the last step to eliminate template contamination.

€ When using 48-weii or 96 w el plates, reactions are scaled up to 20 µΐ volumes by doubling

the volume of each reaction component.

Plates a e loaded and reactions are carried out as follows:

1. 0 of P R reaction mix is transferred into each well of a 48-, 96-, or 384-weli reaction

plate.



2 . Plates are sealed with the appropriate cover.

3 . P!ales are eentrifuged briefly.

4 . Plates are loaded into the instrument.

5. Thermal cyclirig is earned out as follows: 95°C/10 min, (92°C/15 sec, 58°C/1 min) for 5

cycles, the (92°C/1 sec, 60°C/ m ) for 45 cycles. P C reactions were run for a total of

50 cycles. (The 50 cycles can include a pre-run of five cycles at a lower annealing/extension

temperature followed by an additional 45 cycles at a higher annealing/extension temperature).

. Data Analysis:

Data from castPC Assays is analyzed as follows:

. Amplification plots are viewed for the entire plate

2 . Baseline and threshold values are set.

3 . Cq values for Allele- 1assays and A e e-2 assays are obtained individually.

4 . The ACt between amplification reactions for Allele- assays and A ele-2 assays are

calculated. The ACt can be defined as the specificity of castPCR (AC < ;. . - i ¾ - -

The larger the ACt between two alleles, the better assay specificity. The 2 ' value is used to

estimate the power of discrimination (or selectivity} which is equal to ½" ' or, calculated as

(½ x 100).

Example 3

Preampiification of DNA samples for use in castPCR assays for the detection of

target mutations using a UB panel

Reagents:

2X PreAmp Master Mix (P : 4391 2 )

5X PreAmp Primer Poo ( 8 or 96-piex)

10 ng/ L DNA samples

N c ease- free Water

Instrument; GeneAmp PGR System 9700, 7500, 7900 or V iA7

Procedure:

In a 96-weii plate preampiification reactions comprising DNA samples in each well

are set-up as follows:



Reagent Per reaction Final Concentration

PreAmp Master Mix uL X

SX PreA np Primer Mix 4 :·!. IX

ng/uL D A sample L 3 ng/uL

Water d

Total 20

Plates are sealed with a 96 well Plate Cover, spun quickly, and placed i an ABI PR SM

Optical Cover Compression Pad o r the top

Thermocycling conditions are sei--up on a GeneAmp PC System 9700 to run pre-

amplification reactions as follows: 95°C for min, [95 C for 15 sec - 60°C for 4 mm] for 0

cycles. 99.9°C for uin and 4 C on hold for np to 24 rs.

When reactions are complete, reaction plates are removed fro the t era cyc !er and

placed on ice. PreAmp 5X is diluted by adding 80 d . of d 20 . Wells are mixed by pipetting

up and down 5 times (being cautious to avoid any cross-contamination) and spun briefly.

Prearn fi cat on products are stored at "C or used directly in standard castPCR

assays. For castPCR assays, 20% of diluted PreAmp products are added into each castPCR

reaction according to the number of targets (up to 96) and PCR replicates are applied.

Standard castPCR protocols are employed as described in Example l(see also, US Publication

No. US-20IG002217I7-A1; published 9/2/2010, the disclosure of which is herein

incorporated by reference n its entirety).



Table i . Lis of 384 ex plary targe ρο ? 1;: mutations used r

cancer. The t at ion number corr ponds to base position in the ope

reading a .
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WHAT IS CLAIMED S

A method for the diagnosis o prognosis of cancer and/or tumor progression in a

c comprising the detection of at least one target mutation in a panel of at least 90 target

mutations, wherein the confidence level and/or statistical efficacy of the diagnosis or

prognosis is at least 50%, at least 60%, at least 70%, at least 80%, at least 90%, or at least

99%.

2 The method of claim wherein said biological sample is a bodily fluid or tissue.

3 The method of claim 2 wherein said bodily fluid is selected fro the group consisting

of plasma, serum, ascites, pleural effusion, urine, lymphatic fluid, stool, bronchoalveolar

lavage fluid, ductal lavage fluid, or cerebrospinal fluid.

4 The method of claim 2, wherein said tissue is frozen, fresh, formalin fixed or paraffin

embedded

5 The method of claim 2, wherein said tissue is selected from the group consisting of a

surgical fragment of a tissue, tumor biopsy, fine needle aspiration biopsy, or circulating

tumor ce l.

6 The method of claim wherein said nucleic acid is D A.

7 The method of claim 6 wherein said DNA is circulating DNA.

8 The method of claim 7, wherein sa d circulating DNA is tumorigenic circulating

DNA.

9 . The method of claim 1, wherein sai extracting is performed by any method known

by the one skilled in the art.

10. The method of claim , wherein said biological sample is a blood sample

. 'The method of claim or 10, wherein sa d step (a) comprises:

(a) removal of potentially contaminating cells from said sample: ami/or



(b) removal of proteins that y interfere with the detection of target mutations carried

by said nucleic acid obtained from said sample.

. The method of claim , wherein said removal of contaminating cells is per on ned by

coagulation, centrifiigairon arid/or filtration of said sample.

13. The method of claim 1I, wherein said removal of interfering proteins s done by

proteinase digestion of said sample.

14. The method of claim , wherein said nucleic acid extracted from said sample is used

directly after removal of contaminating cells and/or proteins.

15. The method of claim , wherein said nucleic acid extracted from said sample is

further purified prior to detection.

16. The method of claim or 1 , wherein said nucleic acid extracted in step (a) is f rt r

purified by: extraction wi h phenol chloroform, precipitation in alcohol or dissolution in an

aqueous solution.

. The method of claim , wherein said subject is a mammal.

. The method of claim , wherein sa d subject is human.

19. The method of claim , wherein said subject has: (a) been diagnosed with cancer; (b)

is suspected of having cancer, or (c) has been determined to be at risk for developing cancer.

20 The method of claim I or 5 further comprising a step of purification leading to a

nucleic acid purity level of at least 80%, at least 85%, at least 90%, or at least 95% pure.

2 . The method of any preceding claim, wherein the method employs castPCR as the

detection method.

22. The method of clarm 21, wherein castPCR is used to de e t a panel of at least 20, at

least 90, at least 384 or at least 6 different target mutations.

23. The method of claim 22, wherein said target mutations are in the genes selected from

the group consisting of: K AS, AB SMAD4, RAS, BRAF, STK I , HRAS, FGFR3,



WT , CTNNBi, MET, TP53, FLT3, IL , S C, APC, R KIT, SMARCBL EGPR,

CDKN2A, P CA, FBXW7, ER B2, AKT , ALK, ATM, CS R, ERBB4, GNAS,

HNFl A, D , JAK2, KDR, MFL, NOTCHL NPMl, RET, SMO, UTX, C D , MENU

NF2, PDGFRA, PTC , PTEN, TCF1, or any of the mutations listed Table 1 or 2, or a y

combinations thereof

24. 'The method of step 23, wherein said target mutations are selected fro the group

consisting of those listed in Table I or Table 2, or any combinations thereof

25. The method of claim 1, further comprising determining the particular treatment to use

on said subject based on said diagnosis and/or prognosis of cancer.

26. A method for providing data for diagnosis, prognosis and/or monitoring a cancer or

tumour in a subject, comprising detecting or quantifying a panel of at least 40, at least 90, at

least 380, or at least 600 different target mutations in circulating tumorigenic DNA.

27. A kit for performing the methods of any of the preceding claims.

28. The kit of claim 27, comprising reagents for the detection of a panel of at least , at

least 90, at least 300, or at least 600 different target mutations carried by DN A i a biological

sample of a subject.

29. The method according o claim 1, wherein the subject is bearing a cancer or is

suspected to suffer from a cancer, or has been previously treated for a cancer or is i a

follow-up step to detect recurrence of cancer, or is in the course of treatment t r cancer.

30. A method of diagnosis, prognosis and monitoring a cancer or tumour in a subj ect

comprising: detecting or quantifying a panel of at least 90 target mutations carried by tumor

DNA in various genes selected from the group consisting RAS, ABLE SMAD4,

NRAS, BRAF, STKd , BRAS, FGFR3, WTI, CTNNBI, MET, TP53, FLT3, VHL, SRC,

APC, RB , KIT, SMARCH 1, EGFR, CDKN2A, PBKCA, FBXW7, ERBB2, T , ALK,

ATM, CSFIR, ERBB4, GNAS, HNFl A, D A 2, KDR, MPL, NOTCH 1, NPMl, RET,

SMO, UTX, ( D MEN , NF2, PDGFRA, PTC PTEN, TCF!, any of the mutations

listed in Table 1 and 2 or any combinations thereof; and optionally, comparing the detected

set of target mutations carried by tumor DNA to a reference or contr sample.



3 . The method of claim 30, wherein said method further comprises:

extracting circulating DNA from a seru sample;

providing a microplate, wherein each microp 1ale well comprises reagents sufficient for

detection of at least one target mutation from said panel of at least 90 target mutations carried

by circulating tumor DNA;

adding said circulating DN in each rnicropiates well; and

detecting and/or quantifying said target mutations carried by circulating tumor DNA in each

well

32. The method of claim 3 , wherein said reagents contained in said microplate comprise

reagents sufficient to carry out castPCR.

33 A kit used for the diagnosis, prognosis and monitoring a cancer or tumour in a subject,

comprising:

a microplate, wherein each microplate we comprises a pair of oligonucleotide probes or

detecting one target mutation from the panel of at least 90 target mutations carried by

circulating tumor DNA selected in the group consisting of the mutations of the genes KRAS

AB SMAD4, RA S, BRAF, ST , HR S, G R3, WT1, CTNNB1, MET TP53,

FLT3, V L, SRC, AFC, RB , KIT, S ARCB EGFR, CD 2A, PBKCA, FBXW7,

ERBB2, AKTi, ALK, ATM, CSF1R, ERBB4, GNAS, HNF1A, ID , JAK2, KDR, MPL,

NOTC , NPM1, RET, SMC), IJTX, CDH1, N I , NF2, PDGFRA, PTCH, PTEN a d

TCF l in particular those listed in Table 1 and 2: and

one or several elements selected in the group consisting of a ligation mix, a real-time

quantitative PCR mix a pair of primers; reagents for extracting circulating DNA; reagents

sufficient to carry out castPCR or any combinations thereof

34 A composition used or the diagnosis, prognosis a monitoring a cancer or tumour in

a subject using a panel of at least 90 target mutations for the detection of at least one target

mutation of said at least 90 target mutations, comprising:

one or several elements selected in the group consisting of a ligation mix,

a real-time quantitative PCR mix;

a pair of primers; reagents for extracting circulating DNA ;



reageiirs sufficient to carry our castPCR or a y combination of thereof

35. The method of claim 34, further comprising identification of a particular treatment

and/or therapy based on said diagnosis and/or prognosis of cancer.
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